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Abstract  
 

Data collection is the process of gathering information about any subject. Data collection is not a 

new phenomenon. The earliest forms of data collection can go back 19000 years to the Ishango 

bone, a simple tally conducted by primitive civilisation to count the number of items (Rudat 2018). 

The next significant step in data collection was the census which began in 1801 and has continued to 

the present day (only missing one census in 1941 due to World War 2) (McMahon 2021). Forms of 

data collection existed for almost all of humanity, but the amount of data collected today is 

unimaginable to previous generations. As we have entered the digital age, data influence on our 

lives has increased significantly. Almost all aspects of our lives are now somehow connected to 

technology. Meaning data can be used to enhance or exploit our personal lives. The importance of 

data cannot be understated; as we are in the digital age, data's importance is akin to oils. However, 

unlike oil, data is an infinite resource (Viernes 2021). If there are people, there is data to be 

collected.  

 

The world is utterly different to the one that existed 20 years ago, as we have entered the digital 

age. Though many individuals have adapted to the digital age quite readily, as 63% of the world is 

online, these advancements do not reflect individuals' knowledge of data collection (Internet and 

social media users in the world 2022. [no date]). This project was designed to bridge this gap, by 

creating a data collection awareness course for the public. 
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1 Introduction  
 

As the internet has gained increasing prominence in our everyday lives, there has been a significant 

shift in how consumers purchase all types of products, from groceries, electronics, clothes or any 

other niche products. There has been a general trend in consumer shifting their purchasing habits 

from their local retail stores to e-commerce websites. In the US, online retail sales accounted for 

5.3% of total retail sales in 2012, which increased to 11.0% in 2019 (Young et al. 2022). Similarly, in 

the UK, the value of weekly retail sales rose from 854.4 million pounds in January 2016 to 1,388.6 

million pounds in January 2020 (Great Britain: internet retail sales value 2022. 2022). This is a 62.5% 

increase in online weekly retail sales from 2016 to 2020.  

 

There are many reasons why consumers have shifted their purchasing habits from retail stores to e-

commerce websites, i.e., products are cheaper online, than in retail stores; there is a greater 

diversity of products and products can be delivered directly to your home etc. There are also many 

benefits for organisations in e-commerce, such as: the store being open 24/7; less cost as there is no 

need to hire staff to manage the store; clean the store; operate the store; saving cost in 

heating/lighting; no need to pay rent for an expensive space in the centre of the town and as there is 

no physical store. 

 

During the past few years, everyone has been subjected to several restrictions in their daily lives due 

to COVID-19. For many consumers, this has dramatically increased purchases from e-commerce 

websites at the expense of traditional retail stores. As many consumers did not feel comfortable 

going to stores in person, as well as being heavily encouraged by health officials and the government 

to buy products from e-commerce websites to help stop the spread of COVID-19. During Covid-19, 

the value of weekly online retail sales rose from 1,388.6 million pounds in January 2020 to 2,532.7 

million pounds in January 2021 (Great Britain: internet retail sales value 2022. 2022). This is an 

82.3% increase in online weekly retail sales in one year. This is particularly remarkable as pre-COVID-

19, it took four years to get a significantly lower increase in weekly online sales. This clearly shows 

COVID-19 has increased the general trend of consumers buying products online. A recent paper from 

the RSAI surveyed 1722 respondents and over 11 cities. They found that during COVID-19, there was 
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nearly a quintuple increase in the number of people who shopped online at least once a week 

compared to pre-pandemic levels. They also found prior to the pandemic more affluent, more 

educated and younger people were more likely to shop online. But during the pandemic everyone, 

regardless of age, affluence or education increased the number of purchases made online(Young et 

al. 2022). 

 

Similarly, a study conducted by RAND with over 2000 participants found that nearly 25% have 

increased the number of times they shop online. They make two conclusions. One is that shopping 

habits did not change much during COVID-19 for the majority of people (mainly people aged 35 and 

above). Two, shopping online is significantly more frequent for those under 35. This is significant as 

it means, there will be an increasing amount of e-commerce as the population ages (Ecola et al. 

2020). The Office for National Statistics, similarly, concluded that online retail sales were at their 

highest during the pandemic and dropped since the restrictions due pandemic have been lifted. 

Though the amount of online retail sales are still higher than they were pre-pandemic; as 26.6% of 

all retail sales in May 2022 were online, up from 19.7% in February 2020 (How our spending has 

changed since the end of coronavirus (COVID-19) restrictions - Office for National Statistics. 2022). 

 

On the other hand, the number of e-commerce sites doubled worldwide during covid from 9.7 

million in 2020 to 19.8 million in 2021(Kiniulis 2022). As many organisations that had not heavily 

invested in e-commerce websites had to create e-commerce sites or/and prioritize them as an 

increasing number of transactions were done through e-commerce sites. This was either due to 

government restrictions or/and safety concerns of the individuals. COVID-19 artificially increased the 

supply and demand for e-commerce websites, supercharging the trend of organisations shifting from 

retail stores to e-commerce websites. 

 

As the data above shows, consumers and organisations have enthusiastically adopted the shift from 

purchasing products from retail stores to purchasing products from e-commerce websites. But data 

collected when a consumer visits an e-commerce website is much greater, than the data collected 

during a transaction at a retail store. This has led to a whole new billion-dollar industry in which 

consumer's data, is a commodity in itself. Which organisation use, buy, sell and manipulate that 

data; to sell products and maximize revenue. As more individuals spend more time online, data 

collection is becoming an increasingly relevant concern. As the more time individuals spend online, 

the more opportunities for data to be collected and potentially exploited. This is particularly 
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concerning as the younger generation will have data collected on them from a very young age to the 

end of their life. 

 

This paper will discuss the creation of a data collection self-awareness course, which should educate 

users on data collection. This paper will discuss each step for designing and developing an engaging 

web application to educate users on data collection.  

 

2 Aims and objectives 
 

2.1 Aims 

 

This project aims design and develop a data collection self-awareness web application, to educate 

users on data collection, which is engaging. It should be noted that this project aims to create data 

collection self-awareness course for the general public rather than organisations. Engagement in this 

Ioﾐte┝t ﾏeaﾐs a ┘eHs appliIatioﾐ さthat is interesting enough for people to spend time on. It is also 

one where users are not passive readers, but active participants who interact and contribute to the 

siteざ (5 Ways to Make Your Website More Engaging - Web Design Blog. 2016). 

 

To achieve this project, several goals need to be created and met. This project will have three 

primary goals. First, creating relevant and adequate content for the web application, so it can fulfil 

its goal of informing users about data collection. Secondly, design the web application and, finally, 

develop the web application. 

 

2.2 Objectives 

 

For this project to achieve its goals/aims, a clear set of objectives are needed. These objectives 

should be time sensitive and achievable within the time frame.  

 

2.3 Related work (literature review) 

 

Thorough research needs to be carried out on users existing knowledge of data collection, so the 

content of the web application is not providing irrelevant or already known information. Existing 

web applications which fulfil a similar niche should be discussed and reviewed. As doing so will give 
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an understanding of expected features and content. Also, evaluating the features and content of 

existing technology will help create a more effective web application.  

 

2.4 Design and development 

 

First, the content of the web application needs to be engaging, and needs to inform individuals 

about data collection. More specifically, the content of my web application should enable individuals 

to answer these questions upon the reading the content of the web application: 

 

• What data is being collected/processed? 

• Why is data important? 

• What aヴe iﾐdi┗idualsげ ヴights to data?  

• What is the GDPR? 

• What is the legal basis for processing data? 

 

To achieve this objective, thorough research needs to be done, on each topic. Also, for the content 

to be relevant, the scope/goals of the content must be decided beforehand. Next, the topics chosen 

must give the user a sufficient understanding of data collection.  

 

Next, the design of the application should be well-planned and researched. To achieve this objective, 

a set of functional requirements and non-functional requirements should be created and followed. 

Additionally, wireframes should be created, to provide a guide for the development of the web 

application. Furthermore, the wireframe features should be feasible with the current programming 

ability. 

 

Additionally, the development of my web application should use the wireframe as a guide. This is the 

part with the most uncertainty as the features of this web application may not be feasible with 

current programming ability. 

  

3 Related works 
 

This section will discuss some previous research papers and existing technologies which have 

contributed to this project. 
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3.1 What is the GDPR 

 

Data collection and the GDPR are inexplicably linked. Any paper that discusses data collection limits 

relevance without discussing the GDPR. The GDPR, or the General Data Protection Regulation, is the 

main law concerning data in the UK. Everything anyone can do with personal data is written in the 

GDPR. Personal data is any data that can identify an individual or any data when processed, that can 

identify an individual. The GDPR explains what data can be collected/processed, how organisations 

must treat individuals' data and individuals' rights to data. Much of the content of the data collection 

course developed in this project, is likely to be heavily influenced by the GDPR. As everything anyone 

can do with data is stated in the GDPR. 

 

3.2 Organisation GDPR awareness  

 

GDPR awareness is parrel with data collection awareness, as everything that can be done with data 

is stated in the GDPR. If an individual has a good understanding of the GDPR, they are likely to have a 

good understanding of data collection. So, current papers on GDPR awareness must be discussed. 

 

Purnomo conducted a paper which researched GDPR awareness in organisations, just before and 

after the GDPR was enacted. Purnomo found that before the GDPR was enacted, many 

organisations' staff had a significant lack of awareness about the GDPR. This was because many 

companies did not inform their staff about the GDPR or spend time training them on the GDPR. 

Furthermore, many companies did not prepare for the GDPR, as they incorrectly believed, they did 

not collect any personal information. However, they failed to consider the personal information they 

had on their employees. They also found large companies to be the most aware of the GDPR, 

potentially as they have the largest financial/reputational risk. A month after the GDPR was enacted, 

a survey was conducted on the privacy data of 600 IT and legal organisations. They found that only 

20% had complied with the GDPR. This is significant as it shows that GDPR awareness was severely 

lacking in many organisations. This paper is beneficial in assessing awareness of the GDPR, and 

therefore data collection. But, as this paper assesses organisation awareness of data collection 

rather than puHliIげs awareness. This limits its effectiveness in this project as the goal of this project is 

to create a data collection course for the public (Purnomo and Seetee 2020). 

 

Similarly, Freitas and Silva conducted a study to assess organisation awareness of the GDPR. They did 

this by creating a questionnaire to assess knowledge about the GDPR. They sent this questionnaire 

to ten small and medium-sized enterprises (SME). The results they found were staggering. They 
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found that 90% of individuals had no knowledge about the GDPR and had not even heard about it. 

This shows a clear need for training on the GDPR and data collection in general. Furthermore, all ten 

companies did not know that individuals have rights to their data. As such, the companies did not 

have any measures or procedures to ensure the rights of the individuals. This is particularly 

significant as companies did not know what rights individuals have to their data, meaning 

individuals' personal data could have been exploited without the individual or the organisation being 

aware of it. This indicates a clear need for education for both organisations and individuals, to 

ensure data collected, complies with the GDPR. Though the relevance of this paper is limited as the 

study was conducted a few months after the GDPR was enacted. The companies may be more aware 

the GDPR now. As it is a requirement by law for any organisation operating in the UK or EU, and they 

have had time to understand and implement measures to comply with the GDPR. (Freitas and Mira 

da Silva 2018) 

 

Markopoulou conducted a study to assess GDPR awareness in processing personal data for nurses. 

This is particularly important as nurses have access to many forms of sensitive personal data about 

an individual. This study was conducted using a 40-question questionnaire. The study was done 

between May and June 2019 and had 229 participants. The results showed that most individuals 

were aware of the GDPR (74%), but there was a severe lack of training, as only 5.2% of nurses had 

attended GDPR training. This is significant as it shows an increase in awareness since Freitas and 

Silva conducted their study, but the lack of training may lead to irresponsible behaviour with 

sensitive personal data (Markopoulou et al. 2020). 

 

The papers discussed in 3.2, discuss GDPR awareness from the organisation's perspective and 

therefore limit its relevance to creating data collection awareness courses for the general public. 

Though, it should be noted that when staff are not working in an organisation, they are members of 

the public. Therefore, the level of awareness of the GDPR discussed in these papers still have 

relevance to this project, although limited. 

 

3.3 Public GDPR awareness 

 

Very few studies have been conducted to assess the publics knowledge of data collection. 

Nevertheless, the study conducted must be discussed. As the publics knowledge of data collection 

will significantly influence the web application. For example, if the research shows that the public 

are well informed about what data is collected but not what their rights are to their data. More of 

the content of the web application will cover rights, the individual has to their data. 
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Strycharz conducted a paper to understand people's perceptions of data collection. They did this 

between July and August of 2019. The study was conducted in the Netherlands. It should be noted 

that the UK GDPR and the EU GDPR are very similar, but they are not the same. As such, the 

relevance of this study in creating a data collection awareness course for the public is limited. The 

study was conducted using a questionnaire. They asked 1288 participants about the GDPR. 

 

The results they found were extremely fascinating. The authors found that the public thought that 

the government and data protection agencies were the most responsible for data protection and 

privacy. Next (in second place), they account themselves as the most responsible for data protection 

and privacy. Third, it was companies and international organisations. The group considered the least 

responsible for data collection, and privacy was activist groups. The study also found that 79% of the 

population had heard of the GDPR. Next, the paper evaluated the rights people believed they had. 

They did this by asking them what rights the GDPR gives them. They showed six legitimate rights and 

four made-up rights. They were asked to tick the ones which they believed they had. Concerning 

legitimate rights. 66% of the participants were correct in believing they had the right to access. 63% 

of the participants correctly identified that they had the right to rectification. 40% of the participants 

correctly identified their right to data portability. 32% of the participants correctly identified their 

right to erasure. 81% of the participants correctly identified their right to object. Finally, 16% 

correctly identified they had the rights to in relation to automated decision making. This is significant 

as it shows that the majority of the Dutch population is aware of the right to access, the right to 

object and the right to rectify data. This may mean the content website will focus more on the other 

three rights, that the Dutch population were less informed about (right to erasure, right to data 

portability and rights in relation to automated decision-making). It should be noted that individuals 

also have the right to restrict processing and the right to be informed. Though, these were not 

assessed in this paper. Regarding the made-up rights. 70% of participants believed they had the right 

to know in which country their data was held. 11% believed they had the right to monetary 

reparations for their data. 26% of the participants believed they had the right to inherit data. Finally, 

30% believed they had the right to encryption for online communications. It is crucial that the web 

application created does purport any of these incorrect rights. Finally, participants were asked if 

they had taken any action to exercise their rights. 83% had not exercised any rights. This paper is 

extremely useful as it shows the publics knowledge of the GDPR as well as their lack of knowledge or 

misinformation about the GDPR. Though, the relevance is somewhat limited due to it using the 

Dutch population and the EU GDPR (as the web application in this project is aimed at the UK 
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population and UK laws). Nevertheless, the data researched in this paper will help inform the 

content of the web application in this project (Strycharz et al. 2020). 

 

3.4 Privacy 

 

"Privacy is a fundamental right, essential to autonomy and the protection of human dignity, serving 

as the foundation upon which many other human rights are built" (What Is Privacy? 2017). Data 

collection often conflicts with the right to privacy. Discussing privacy is vital to understand data 

collection. It is essential that privacy is discussed, as the rights to privacy are synonymous with the 

rights to our data. 

 

John Dempsey conducted a study to understand children's perceptions of privacy. The authors 

argued this was important as children from a young age interact with technology (internet) and so 

have the potential for their privacy/ data to be violated. It should be noted that the study was 

conducted after the GDPR was enacted, meaning the data collected is more relevant to this project. 

He conducted the study on 32 school children between the ages of 7-11. The authors asked children 

8 questions on data; the children had two options, to make the data public or to keep the data 

private. The results showed that children had a good understanding of their own privacy (i.e., they 

knew not to divulge information about their home address or picture of themselves). However, the 

children's concept of others' privacy was severely lacking. Furthermore, when the children were 

asked why they picked each option, many of the reasons were due to safety concerns rather than 

personal data. This is extremely important as it shows a need for education for children at an early 

age about data collection, so children can manage their data in a way that is responsible, and which 

would not cause them future harm. A data collection self-awareness course would fulfil that need 

(Dempsey et al. 2018).   

 

Williams and Nurse conducted a study to investigate UK residents' perceptions of privacy. The 

authors split their "questionnaire into five sections: Required Demographics, Optional 

Demographics, Opinions, Actions, and Informed Consent" (Williams and Nurse 2016). 

They collected data from 112 participants. The results of their findings are extremely interesting as 

even though 93% of participants thought that online privacy was important, most people did not 

take basic measures to protect their privacy/data. They concluded there was no correlation between 

concern for privacy/data and actions taken to protect privacy/data. Many individuals believe online 

privacy is important, but they take little to no action to protect their data. This is significant because 

if many people are already concerned about data collection but take little action to protect their 
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data, how effective will the data collection self-awareness course be? Individuals may complete the 

course and be informed about data collection, but not take any future measures to protect their 

data. Individuals may not even take the course at all, as taking the course is a step/action to protect 

their data. More alarmingly, 99% of the 112 participants disclosed one-piece optional personal data 

(optional demographics), and 72 % disclosed two pieces of personal data. Another conclusion they 

made was that British individuals are very content with exposing personal data. Hopefully, the data 

self-awareness course, which emphasises the importance of personal data, will curb such behaviour. 

William and Nurses study was extremely effective in informing people about the UK population's 

perception of data collection. It also shows a need for a data collection self-awareness course, as 

many people were willing to expose their personal data (Williams and Nurse 2016). Though it should 

be noted that their findings may be less relevant to this project as this study was conducted before 

the GDPR was enacted, and people's perception of data collection has changed drastically due to the 

GDPR. Furthermore, their definitions of personal information differ from the current one, under the 

law. As the paper stated, marital status as personal data. Though marital status may be considered 

personal data if it is processed with other data, that can be used to identify an individual. It in itself 

does not constitute personal data. As personal data is any data that can identify an individual. 

 

3.5 Current practices of GDPR awareness courses 

 

Borocz conducted a study to identify what is good training for GDPR awareness. They conducted this 

study through a series of interviews with the Data Protection Officer (DPO) and representatives of 

the Data Protection Authority(DPAs) for countries in the EU. Again, the results relevance, may be 

limited due to the UK and EU GDPR being slightly different. The results showed that most training 

provided was with the aim to make a profit, so much of the content of the training was aimed at 

private organisations rather than public awareness. This may be why there is a stark lack of data 

collection awareness courses for the public. They also found that face-to-face lectures were 

universally preferred. Though non-DPA organisations have started to provide more online training 

and webinars. As this reached a larger audience and generated more profit after initial set-up costs. 

Furthermore, they found that question and answer sections in the face-to-face lectures were greatly 

appreciated by the interviewees. Additionally, most training was done through PowerPoint slides 

with little exception to this rule. Though e-learning platforms were created and used, these mainly 

were used to show PowerPoint slides rather than including features unique to an e-learning 

platform, like a multiple-choice quiz or interactive elements. Most organisations had no interactive 

elements in their GDPR training. They also found that most of the training provided assumed the 

participants had no prior knowledge of the GDPR and had a general format: introduction, table of 
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contents and then the topics themselves. However, there were very few resources for further 

reading. Quite positively, they found that most of the content of current GDPR awareness courses is 

up-to-date and relevant. But the content can be hard to understand due to a large amount of 

complex legal/IT language. Quite usefully, this paper states what topics, good GDPR training should 

cover: 

 

• Introduction to the GDPR. 

• Rights of the individuals in relation to their data and the exercise of those rights. 

• Lawful basis for processing personal data. 

• The responsibilities of the DPO. 

• The responsibilities of the DPA. 

• さ‘espoﾐsiHilities of data Ioﾐtヴolleヴs aﾐd pヴoIessoヴs,ざ ふBoヴoIz et al. ヲヰヱ9ぶ. 

• さ‘isk ﾏaﾐageﾏeﾐt iﾐ the GDP‘ Ioﾐte┝t,ざ ふBoヴoIz et al. ヲヰヱ9ぶ. 

• さData PヴoteItioﾐ IﾏpaIt Assessﾏeﾐts,ざ ふBoヴoIz et al. ヲヰヱ9ぶ. 

• さIﾐteヴﾐatioﾐal tヴaﾐsfeヴs foヴ peヴsoﾐal data,ざ ふBoヴoIz et al. ヲヰヱ9ぶ. 

• さData pヴoteItioﾐ IoﾏﾏuﾐiIatioﾐ,ざ ふBoヴoIz et al. ヲヰヱ9ぶ. 

• さGDP‘-related laws and speIial pヴo┗isioﾐs,ざ ふBoヴoIz et al. ヲヰヱ9ぶ. 

• さData pヴoteItioﾐ iﾐ pヴaItiIe,ざ ふBoヴoIz et al. ヲヰヱ9ぶ. 

 

The usefulness of these topics is limited in the context of this project as this project aims to create a 

data collection awareness course for the public and not for private organisations. This study 

excellently shows what current strengths and weaknesses of current training methods. They also 

identified what content is needed to provide good training. As such, the functionality and the 

content of the web application will be influenced by this study (Borocz et al. 2019). 

 

4 Comparative analysis on existing technology 
 

Comparative analysis is the process of comparing different technologies against each other and 

assessing their strength and weaknesses. Conducting comparative analysis will help create a data 

collection awareness course, which has the main features expected of such a course. It will also 

greatly help gain an understanding of what are the strengths and weaknesses of the industry. 

Comparative analysis was achieved by signing up and completing online GDPR awareness courses. 

Each course was completed three times; to get a better understanding of their weakness and 

strengths. It should be noted that only free GDPR awareness courses were assessed, as this study did 
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not have the funds to enter and complete courses which required purchases. As the web application 

created for this project is also going to be free to use. This makes the comparison more 

relevant/valid.   

 

4.1 Fit4Privacy 

 

Fit4Privacy is an e-learning platform which provides a variety of paid and free courses, for matters 

ヴelated to pヴi┗aI┞. Foヴ this pヴojeIt, the ﾏost ヴele┗aﾐt Iouヴse ┘as さGDP‘ iﾐ Bヴiefざふfit4pヴi┗aI┞ [ﾐo 

date]). This course aims to provide a brief understanding of the GDPR. The audience is any member 

of an organisation wanting to learn more about GDPR. This course does not require any prior 

knowledge of the GDPR. 

 

4.1.1 Main features of the course  

 

This course is a series of small videos, going through PowerPoint slides or an individual speaking 

directly to the camera about a topic. At the end of the course, there are multiple-choice questions. 

Upon completion of multiple-choice questions with a score of 70% or higher, a digital certificate will 

be awarded. 

 

4.1.2 Analysis 

 

One of the main advantages of this course is that navigation through each video is seamless and 

effortless. This was achieved by videos being structured in the order they are meant to be 

consumed, and each video is labelled. Furthermore, the use of the progress bar means users know 

how much of the course is left. The multiple-choice quiz was simple, intuitive and easy to 

understand. The general layout is intuitive, clear and neat. Finally, the content of the web 

application was relevant and upon completing the course, users would have a better understanding 

of the GDPR. 

 

Though there are several disadvantages to this course. One major frustration was that there was no 

option to download the PowerPoint or the content of the PowerPoint, that the individual was talking 

through. This meant that taking notes was akin to transcribing the video. It would have been 

advantageous if users could download each PowerPoint or a text copy of the content and go through 

and make notes on their own. Instead, much of the time in this course was spent recreating the 

notes said on the video. Furthermore, though each video was of high quality, there was an 
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inexplicable change in format around halfway through the course from an embedded Vimeo video to 

an embedded YouTube video. This is significant as the YouTube had all the features of the Vimeo 

video plus subtitles and timestamps. If this was the case, it bears to wonder why all the videos were 

not in YouTube format. 

 

 

4.2 Alison 

 

Alison is an online education company which provides a variety of courses on different workplace 

skills. Relevant to this analysis, they provide a Iouヴse Ialled さGet to Kﾐo┘ The GDP‘ざふModules: 

Learn how GDPR can affect you with this free online course. [no date]). This course aims to inform 

staff of organisations about the GDPR. The audience is anyone who want to increase their 

professional development, and no prior knowledge of the GDPR is required. 

 

4.2.1 Main features of the course 

 

This course is essentially a series of online PowerPoint slides, which the user goes through at their 

own pace. At the end of the course, there are multiple-choice questions. Upon completion of 

multiple-choice questions with a score of 80% or higher, a digital certificate will be awarded. But to 

download the certificate, there is a cost of £17.99. As the content of the course is still free, it is still 

valid in this comparative analysis. 

 

4.2.2 Analysis 

 

This course is well structured, with each module having learning outcomes and a lesson summary. 

This course also has more interactive elements ladled throughout it. This includes drag-drop games, 

multiple-choice quizzes and true or false quizzes. All the interactive elements are intuitive, simple 

and easy to understand, with clear instructions. This is extremely useful as it tests user knowledge 

throughout the course rather than just at the end of the course. This breaks up the content and 

helps prevent burnout, as 95% of the time, the user is just reading through the text. The layout is 

very clear and intuitive. The progress bar provides a valuable means for the user to track their 

progress. There are also additional features which allow user engagement, such as a comment 

section for each slide. Finally, the content is very thorough; almost all the information regarding the 

GDPR is in the course. 
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Though there were many positives in the functionality of the course (i.e., drag and drop and 

comment section). The scope of the course was too large, and the way information was presented 

was dull and not engaging. Mostly bullet points, it would have been beneficial if the content was 

accompanied by a video lecturer going through each slide. So, users could choose between a video 

or PowerPoint. Furthermore, the language used to explain the GDPR contained a large amount of 

technical jargon, which may be intimidating for users with no experience with the GDPR. 

 

4.3 Advisera 

 

Advisera is an online training provider for professionals in the workforce. They provide a variety of 

different courses for professional development. For this study, the relevant course which will be 

aﾐal┞sed ┘ill He さEU GDP‘ FOUNDATION COU‘“EざふTudoヴ [ﾐo date]). This course aims to inform 

individuals about the GDPR, with the goal of them becoming compliant with the GDPR. The audience 

is anyone who wants to increase their professional development, and no prior knowledge of the 

GDPR is required. 

 

4.3.1 Main features of the course 

 

The course is a series of modules, in which each module contains a series of videos on a topic. Which 

the user goes through at their own pace. The video itself is usually an individual talking directly to 

the camera. At the end of each video, there is a multiple-choice question. At the end of each 

module, there is a recap quiz 

 

4.3.2 Analysis 

 

The navigation through modules of the course is very effective as each module is labelled clearly. 

The layout of the course is intuitive and clear. The multiple-choice quizzes after each video are 

iﾐtuiti┗e aﾐd eas┞ to uﾐdeヴstaﾐd. This is e┝tヴeﾏel┞ useful as useヴsげ kﾐo┘ledge is tested thヴoughout 

the course rather than at the end. The multiple-choice questions after each video also help 

breakdown the monotony of watching long videos. Finally, the content of each module is relevant, 

thorough and easily understandable for someone with no prior knowledge of GDPR. 

 

The major issue with this course was that almost all the content was delivered through an individual 

talking to the camera. This meant that taking notes was an extremely laborious and frustrating 

process. As the user has to pause after each sentence continuously. At least if the individual is going 
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through a PowerPoint, the user can stop the video at each slide. A full transcript of each video would 

have been beneficial. It is extremely puzzling why it was not made available, as there are subtitles in 

the video. This course was the most difficult to complete due to constantly having to start and pause 

to take notes. 

 

4.4 Conclusion of analysed technology 

 

Much of the existing technology follows a disappointingly consistent formula of being a glorified 

PowerPoint presentation on a website or e-learning platform with a multiple-choice quiz attached to 

it. Very few deviate from this formula, and interactive activities are minimal and nearly non-existent 

in current GDPR awareness courses. It is especially disappointing to see little evolution in GDPR 

awareness courses from when Borocz conducted his research, which was almost four years ago. It is 

possible to create an interactive multiple-choice quiz on PowerPoint! So, it begs to question, why 

even create an online GDPR awareness course? Why not just create a PowerPoint, and let people 

download it? What is the purpose of asking users to sign up to view a PowerPoint slide or a simple 

video when it is antithetical to one of the principles they are teaching (data minimisation, essential 

means organisation should only collect data that is necessary to fulfil their purpose). However, it 

should be noted that many online GDPR awareness courses are on e-learning platforms, which may 

want personal data for reasons other than to educate users. To conclude, current GDPR awareness 

courses have minimal engagement with the user. Their purpose is to present information quickly but 

not in an engaging manner; as such many of the web applications analysed are feature poor. 

5 Problem review  
 

Although data collection has become an increasing part of everyone's lives, there is currently no set 

way to measure people's knowledge of data collection. Research undertaken to understand an 

individual's data collection knowledge is severely limited. Though there is some research on GDPR 

awareness, but the context for this research is aimed at organisations' awareness rather than the 

publics. =However, there are very few papers assessing the publics knowledge on data 

collection/GDPR. Almost all the papers in this related work section identify, a lack of research on the 

GDPR awareness and the GDPR in general.   

 

As companies are required to comply with the GDPR by law, this has led to many organisations 

starting to provide GDPR awareness courses. However, the goal of these courses is to make the 

organisation's GDPR complaint rather than inform the public about data collection. Furthermore, the 
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research conducted in the related work section struggled to find a data collection awareness course 

for the public. All the courses found; were for companies to be compliant with the GDPR. Though a 

GDPR awareness course for organisation, and the data collection awareness course for the public 

will be similar in content. They are not interchangeable. The current landscape of GDPR awareness 

courses' main purpose is to inform staff within organisations to comply with the GDPR to prevent 

the organisation from receiving any type of damage, i.e., reputational or financial. The purpose of 

the data collection awareness course is to educate and empower individuals to value their data, 

protect their data and hold organisations responsible when they exploit data. But as everything that 

can be done with data is stated in the GDPR, it may be more accurate to say this project is creating a 

GDPR awareness course for the public.  

 

There is a clear need for a data collection self-awareness course for the public so they can be 

informed about data collection. Research on the public's knowledge of data collection since the 

enactment of the GDPR is severely limited. This means I cannot focus the content of my website on 

which important information the public knows the least about or is the most misinformed about. 

This means much of the content of the data collection awareness course created in this project will 

be up to my discretion on which content I believe to be the most relevant in achieving my goals for 

this project i.e., educating users on data collection. Though it should be noted, Strycharz research on 

the public perception of their rights, will influence the content of the web application. 

6 Proposed benefits  
 

The main benefit of the project is that there will be a web application to educate users on data 

collection. Through the research conducted in the related work. There is a stark lack of courses to 

educate users on data collection. Furthermore, existing similar online courses are simply glorified 

PowerPoints. Creating an engaging course which educates users on data collection will help users 

protect their data. It will also fill a required niche as through the research conducted; there were no 

data collection awareness web applications aimed at informing the public about data collection. 

7 Methodology  
 

The approach of methodology used for this project is waterfall methodology. This methodology is a 

sequential and logical. Each aspect of waterfall methodology must be completed, fully before 

moving onto to next aspects. The reasons why waterfall methodology was chosen was because its 
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simple and easy to understand. As well as providing a clear and logical structure for my web 

application.   

8 Requirements, Design and Implementation  
 

Requirements, design and implementation are common formulae for creating a web application. The 

web application was created in three parts. First, the requirement of the web application was 

decided. Then the web application was designed. Finally, the web application was 

developed/implemented. As such, the methodology will be split into three parts. The methodology 

for the requirements of the web application. The methodology for the design of the web application. 

The methodology for the development of the web application. 

 

8.1 Requirements  

 

Establishing the requirements of the web application was the first process in creating the web 

application, using the waterfall methodology. First, the goal of the project must be considered, and 

all other aspects of the methodology will try and achieve that goal. Next, the project scope needed 

to be decided both in the context of its features and scope in the context of the content of the web 

application. In this case, the goal of the web application is to design and develop an engaging web 

application to educate the public about data collection.  

 

The features of the web application were determined through thorough research/analysis of existing 

technologies. It was determined that, at the very least, the web application should have multiple 

choice quizzes and video presentations as this is the industry norm. Research further showed that 

users of web applications greatly appreciated the question-and-answer sections. As such, a question-

and-answer feature should be added to the web application. Finally, it was noted that many current 

technologies do not take advantage of the opportunities provided by e-learning platforms. As such, 

features unique to e-learning platforms should be included. This meant further research needed to 

be conducted on what additional features would make the web application more engaging and how 

feasible these features would be with current programming ability. This led to the creation of two 

additional useful and engaging features, first was the ability of the user to create a task-to-do list. 

This was created so users could track their progress through the course, making it more engaging. 

Next was the ability of the user to create notes on the web application. This was chosen as many 

existing technologies have a significant amount of content but give little to no way to create notes. 
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The content of the web application is just as important as any other feature. As its unlikely, the goal 

of educating users on data collection can be achieved with a functional and fully featured web 

application with no information. As such, the content of the website was especially important. 

 

For the content of the web application to fulfil its aim of educating users on data collection, the 

tone, audience and purpose must be considered before the creation of the web application. The 

purpose of this website is to educate users on data collection. The content of the website should 

reflect this. As there are countless things to learn about data collection, the project's scope needs to 

be decided. As such to narrow the scope of the content it was decided, upon reading the contents of 

the website, users should be able to answer the following: 

 

• What data is being collected/processed? 

• Why is data important? 

• What are individuals' rights to data?  

• What is the GDPR? 

• What is the legal basis for processing data? 

 

To create the content of the web application, thorough research was done on each of these topics, 

which resulted in the creation of the following modules: 

 

• What Data Amazon Collects and The Importance Of Data 

• Principles Of The GDPR 

• Legal Basis For Processing Data 

• Your Rights in Relation To Your Data 

 

Furthermore, two more optional modules were created to provide greater context and extra 

learning for those who wished to learn more about data collection. These modules were the 

following: 

 

• The Effectiveness Of The GDPR  

• A Brief History Of Data 

 

Finally, it was deemed that the web application needs a home page with an introduction to the 

course. 
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The audience of this website is the public. The language used must be in clear and plain English so 

that an individual with no prior knowledge of data collection can understand all aspects of this 

website. The website's tone should be informal to keep users engaged, as data collection is not the 

most riveting subject. Furthermore, the audience for this website is the general public, so a formal 

tone may not be appropriate.   

 

8.3 Design 

 

8.3.1 Web Framework 

 

The first thing that needed to be decided in the design phase, was the web framework used to 

create the web application. The web framework chosen for this project was Django, as its widely 

used, free and easy to implement. Furthermore, Django was chosen as it is a python-based web 

framework, as well as the fact python is the programming language I am most familiar with. Finally, 

another significant benefit of Django is that it comes with an inbuilt database of SQLite, further 

saving time(as no need to install database) as well as enabling content generated to be 

dynamically(Korsun 2016). 

 

8.3.2 Frontend Development 

 

The second thing that needed to be decided was what languages would be used for front-end 

development. This led to HTML, CSS, and JavaScript being chosen. HTML is its widely used markup 

language, which provides the basic structure for most web pages. CSS was used to help with the 

presentation and layout of the webpage. Finally, JavaScript was chosen because it allowed 

interactivity within the web pages. These three languages were chosen because they are ubiquitous 

throughout the industry as well as having experience with these programming languages. 

 

8.3.3 Requirements (functional and non-functional) 

 

Creating and defining requirements are often the first stage in developing a product. There are many 

different types of requirements for different projects. Though this project will use functional and 

non-functional requirements, as these requirements help identify what features/characteristics the 

product needs to meets its goals (Functional and Nonfunctional Requirements: Specification and 

Types. [no date]). 
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8.2.4 Functional requirements  

 

Functional requirements are used as they define what software goals are and how the software 

must act to fulfil those goals. For this project, use case diagrams and use cases will be used to define 

functional requirements. 

 

8.2.5 Non-Functional requirements 

 

Non-functional requirements describe how the software must act within the restrictions of its 

functional requirements. This essentially means non-functional requirements describe how the 

software will perform the functional requirements. 

 

1. Compatibility – a desktop device should be used to run the web application, and the 

operating system should be Google Chrome. 

2. Reliability- The web application should work at all hours of the day, every day, without 

failure.  

3. Capacity-should be able to handle over 300 users operating the website at the same time. 

4. Security- the system should be secure, and the system itself should not ask for unnecessary 

personal data. Passwords should be hashed using hashing algorithms. 

5. Usability- the web application should allow for simple and easy navigation throughout the 

web application. Furthermore, the features of the web application should be intuitive and 

self-explanatory.  

6. Customizability- the web application should by easily customizable, with very few hard 

coded elements  

7. Performance- each webpage on the web application should load in under 2 seconds. The 

features of each web page should also work within 2 seconds. 

  

Use case diagram 

 

Use case diagrams to show high-level functions of the system. They also show the different ways the 

system and actors interact with each other. Finally, use cases help define relationships between 

actors and use cases. Diagrams.net was used to create the use case diagram, as there was previous 

experience using this software, and the software itself was intuitive to use. 
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Figure 1: Use Case Diagram 

 

Use Cases 

 

It was determined that use cases were needed for this project. Use cases were used as they are 

extremely useful as they describe how a user will perform a task on the web application from the 

useヴげs poiﾐt of ┗ie┘. Use Iases aヴe also significantly useful as they show how the system should 

behave. The use case diagram will include actors, descriptions, preconditions, normal flow and 

potentially alternate flow. 
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Use Case 1 Register User 

Description This use case will describe how a user registers account for the web 

application. 

Actor Adult 

Pre-Conditions The adult must have internet access and being using google chrome operating 

system. 

Normal Flow 1. Adult click on web application. 

2. Adult IliIks oﾐ さ‘egisteヴざ button on the top nav-bar and is redirected 

to the register page. 

3. Adult enters valid username. 

4. Adult enters valid password. 

5. Adult enter password again, to confirm password. 

6. Adult ┘ill pヴess the さ“igﾐ Upざ Huttoﾐ. 

7. Adult registration will be complete, and they will be redirected to the 

login page and message will displayed telling the adult their account 

has been created.  

Alternate Flow At step 6 if the adult does not enter valid details. The system will not register 

the adult and give a message explaining why registration failed on the 

registration page. 

 

 

 

 

Use Case 2 Login User 

Description This use case will describe how a user will login into the web application. 

Actor Adult 

Pre-Conditions The adult must have internet connection and being using google chrome 

operating system. 

Normal Flow 1. Adult clicks on web application. 

2. Adult IliIks oﾐ さLogiﾐざ button on the top navbar and is redirected to 

the login page. 

3. Adult enters valid username.  

4. Adult enters valid password. 
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5. Adult IliIks さ“igﾐ Iﾐ.ざ 

6. Adult is signed in and redirected to the homepage. 

Alternate Flow At step 5 if the adult does not enter valid details. The system will not login the 

adult gives a message explaining why login failed on the login page. 

 

 

Use Case 3 Contact Us 

Description This use case will describe how a user will contact the creator of the web 

application, if they have any queries about the web application or its content. 

Actor Adult 

Pre-Conditions The adult must have internet connection and being using google chrome 

operating system. 

Normal Flow 1. Adult clicks on web application. 

2. Adult IliIks oﾐ さContact Usざ button in footer and is redirected to the 

contact us page. 

3. Adult enters title of message. 

4. Adult enters valid email. 

5. Adult enters content of message. 

6. Adult IliIks oﾐ さ“uHﾏit Message.ざ 

7. A message is shown, telling the adult their message was sent to the 

creator of the web application. 

Alternate Flow At step 6 if the adult does not enter valid details. The system will not send the 

adults message, but instead gives a message explaining why the message was 

not sent on the contact us page. 

 

 

Use Case 4 Take Quiz 

Description This use case will describe how a user will take quizzes in this web application. 

Actor Adult 

Pre-Conditions The adult must have internet connection and being using google chrome 

operating system. 

Normal Flow 1. Adult clicks on web application. 

2. Adult IliIks oﾐ さQuizzesざ oﾐ the top ﾐa┗Haヴ and redirected to quizzes 

page. 
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3. Adult CliIks oﾐ さTake Quizざ foヴ the ケuiz the┞ want and is redirected to 

a quiz page. 

4. Adult completes multiple choice quiz by clicking the radio buttons. 

5. Adult IliIks さ“uHﾏit.ざ 

6. Adult is redirected to the answer page, which shows the number of 

correct and incorrect answers. 

7. Adult is signed in and redirected to the homepage. 

 

 

Use Case 5 Create/Edit/Delete Questions 

Description This use case will describe how a user will create questions to ask other users. 

Actor Adult 

Pre-Conditions The adult must have internet connection and being using google chrome 

operating system. 

Normal Flow 1. Adult clicks on web application. 

2. Adult logins into the application. 

3. Adult IliIks さCヴeate Questioﾐsざ Huttoﾐ oﾐ the top ﾐa┗ Haヴ and is 

redirected to the create questions page. 

4. Adult enters valid title of question. 

5. Adult enters content of question. 

6. Adult IliIks さCヴeate.ざ 

7. Adult is redirected to a page showing the recently created question. 

Alternate Flow At step 6 if the adult enters invalid title of question, the adult will not be able 

to create questions, instead a message will appear explaining why they were 

unable to create questions. 

At step 7 adult Iaﾐ edit ケuestioﾐ H┞ IliIkiﾐg oﾐ さUpdate,ざ iﾐ ┘hiIh Iase the 

adult is redirected to the create question page and steps 4 to 6 are repeated. 

At step 7 adult Iaﾐ delete ケuestioﾐ H┞ IliIkiﾐg oﾐ さDeleteざ adult is theﾐ 

redirected to the delete page. The adult is asked again if they want to delete 

the ケuestioﾐ. If the adult IliIks さDelete,ざ the ケuestioﾐ is deleted, aﾐd the adult 

is redirected to the homepage. 

 

 

Use Case 6 Answer Created Questions 
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Description This use case will describe how a user can answer questions created by other 

users. 

Actor Adult 

Pre-Conditions The adult must have internet connection and being using google chrome 

operating system. 

Normal Flow 1. Adult clicks on web application. 

2. Adult IliIks さQuestioﾐsざ Huttoﾐ oﾐ the top ﾐa┗ Haヴ aﾐd is ヴediヴeIted to 

the questions page. 

3. Adult clicks on what question they want to answer and is redirected to 

a page displaying that question. 

4. Adult IliIks oﾐ さAdd Aﾐs┘eヴざ aﾐd is ヴediヴeIted to add aﾐs┘eヴ page. 

5. Adult enters author. 

6. Adult enters answer. 

7. Adult IliIks さAnswer.ざ 

8. Adult is redirected to the question page. 

 

Alternate Flow At step 7 if the adult does not enter author, the adult will not be able to 

answer the question. Instead, a message will appear explaining why they were 

unable to answer the questions. 

 

 

Use Case 7 Create/Edit/Delete Notes 

Description This use case will describe how a user will create/edit/delete notes for 

themselves. 

Actor Adult 

Pre-Conditions The adult must have internet connection and being using google chrome 

operating system. 

Normal Flow 1. Adult clicks on web application. 

2. Adult logins into the application. 

3. Adult IliIks さNotesざ Huttoﾐ on the top nav bar and is redirected to the 

notes page. 

4. Adult IliIks oﾐ さAdd Notesざ and adult are redirected to create notes 

page. 

5. Adult enters title. 
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6. Adult enters content.  

7. Adult IliIks さ“uHﾏit.ざ 

8. Adult is redirected to a page showing created notes. 

Alternate Flow At step 8 if the adult enters no title for the notes, the adult will not be able to 

create notes, instead a message will appear explaining why they were unable 

to create notes. 

At step 8 adult can edit notes H┞ IliIkiﾐg oﾐ さEdit,ざ iﾐ ┘hiIh Iase the adult is 

redirected to the create notes page and steps 5 to 7 are repeated. 

At step 8 adult can delete notes by clicking on the さDeleteざ button adult is then 

redirected to the delete page. The adult is asked again if they want to delete 

the notes. If the adult IliIks さDelete,ざ the note is deleted, and the adult is 

redirected to the notes page. 

 

 

 

Use Case 8 Create/Edit/Delete To Do List 

Description This use case will describe how a user will create/edit/delete to do list for 

themselves. 

Actor Adult 

Pre-Conditions The adult must have internet connection and being using google chrome 

operating system. 

Normal Flow 1. Adult clicks on web application. 

2. Adult logins into the application. 

3. Adult IliIks さTo Doざ Huttoﾐ oﾐ the top ﾐa┗ Haヴ aﾐd is ヴediヴeIted to the 

task to do page. 

4. Adult IliIks oﾐ さAdd Taskざ aﾐd adult are redirected to create to do list 

page. 

5. Adult enters title.  

6. Adult enters content.  

7. Adult enters date they want  to complete the task by. 

8. Adult IliIks さ“uHﾏitざ. 

9. Adult is redirected to a page showing task to do page. 
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Alternate Flow At step 8 if the adult enters no title or no content or invalid date, the adult will 

not be able to create a task to do , instead a message will appear explaining 

why they were unable a task to do. 

At step 9 adult can edit task to do H┞ IliIkiﾐg oﾐ さEdit,ざ iﾐ ┘hiIh Iase the adult 

is redirected to create to do list page and steps 5 to 8 are repeated. 

At step 9 adult can delete task H┞ IliIkiﾐg oﾐ the さDeleteざ Huttoﾐ. Adult is then 

redirected to the delete page. The adult is asked again if they want to delete 

the task. If the adult IliIks さDelete,ざ the ﾐote is deleted, aﾐd the adult is 

redirected to the to do page. 

 

Use Case 9 Change Profile 

Description This use case will describe how a user can change their profile. 

Actor Adult 

Pre-Conditions The adult must have internet connection and being using google chrome 

operating system. 

Normal Flow 1. Adult clicks on web application. 

2. Adult logins into the application. 

3. Adult IliIks さPヴofileざ Huttoﾐ oﾐ the top ﾐa┗ Haヴ aﾐd is ヴediヴeIted to the 

task profile page 

4. Adult IliIks oﾐ さAdd Taskざ aﾐd adult are redirected to create to do list 

page. 

5. Adult enters new username.  

6. Adult uploads new photo .  

7. Adult IliIks さUpdate Pヴofileざ aﾐd ﾏessage appeaヴs sa┞iﾐg aIIouﾐt Heeﾐ 

updated. 

Alternate Flow At step 7 if the adult enters no username , the adult will not be able to update 

profile, instead a message will appear explaining why they were unable to 

update profile. 

 

 

 

8.2.6 Wireframes 
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Due to the functional and non-functional requirements being created at an early stage, this helped 

create a wireframe. Wireframes are used because it is an easy way to visualize the requirements set 

out earlier in this project. Furthermore, wireframes help establish a basic structure for the web 

application. For this project, a set of wireframes were created using Fluid UI. Fluid UI was used due 

to it being simple to understand and the software itself being free. 
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Login Page 

Privacy Policy Page 
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8.3 Implementation  

 

The implementation or the development of the data collection course was rather streamlined, as the 

programming languages and the web framework used for the web application was stated at the start 

of the design phase. Furthermore, as the requirements, both functional and non-functional, were 

clearly stated, they were worked towards in the implementation phase(the wireframes and the use 

cases were especially useful as guides both for the design and the functionality ). So, the final 

product allowed users to educate themselves on data collection by watching dynamically generated 

engaging videos, taking multiple choice quizzes and taking part in mini-interactive games to test 

users' knowledge. Furthermore, the final product allowed further engagement as the user could ask 

questions and answer them. They also had to ability to take notes and create a to-do list. All the 

features were chosen to increase engagement for the user. The web application is intuitive and 

uncomplicated; anyone with a basic knowledge of websites will be able to use it. 

 

Figure 2:  Home page with dynamically generated video 

 

Figure 3: Quiz page with dynamically generated quizzes 
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Figure 4: Anagram game 

 

Figure 5: Word association game 

 

Figure 6: True or false game 

 

Figure 7: Drag and drop game 
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Figure 8: List of task page 

 

Figure: 9 Notes page  

 

Figure: 10 Question page 
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9 Analysis and evaluation 
 

9.1 Analysis 

 

Creating a web application using this sequential methodology was highly effective as it enabled clear 

structure and order to the project. This meant each stage project helped build/influence the next 

stage of the project. But the main fault with this methodology was that it led to significant burnout 

at each stage, as doing the same topic for weeks at a time does become tedious.   

 

The content of the web application closely followed the principles outlined in the methodology. This 

led to a web application being created which effectively educates users on data collection. The web 

page itself contains over 10,000 words and over 40 references. The content web application is 

extremely effective. If the user reads the content of the web application, they will be educated on 

data collection. Also, the content is all in plain and clear English. As such, every user should be able 

to understand all content(modules) of the web application. But many topics I would have liked to 

cover could not be included due to time restrictions, such as special category data and the role of 

controllers and processes. If there had been time, these two additional modules would have been 

added. Additionally, the tone of the website struggled to stay consistently informal throughout, as 

much of the information needed for each module was somewhat to the point and blunt, and there 

was not much room for a chatty, engaging or informal tone. The user may feel bored or lose interest 

due to the content being so formal (hopefully the user will decides to watch the video to learn about 

data collection rather than read the content. As the information presented in the video lecture is 

much more engagingly than in text below it). Furthermore, in the related work section, I stated that 

more emphasis would be placed on the rights to data portability, right to erasure and rights in 

relation to automated decision-making. This was not achieved as there was not enough content to 

say about these topics without being overly technical. 

 

The design phase of the project was exceptionally effective in steering the development of the web 

application, as the main features of the web application were decided in the design phase. Though if 

additional work had been done in the design phase, such as setting design guidelines and design 

principles, this would have been additionally beneficial. The development process itself closely 

followed the wireframe and use cases. Though there were some deviations in the wireframes 

compared to the final product, this was to be expected. As the wireframe and use case; purpose for 
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this project was to provide a general outline and direction for this web application and its features. 

As I got confident in my programming ability, more features were added to the web application. 

 

The final product addresses all the issues present in the existing technologies assessed. The product 

itself does not ask for unnecessary personal information. There are both video presentations going 

through the subject and the content of the video presentation is placed directly below the video. 

This means itげs much easier to make notes as the text can be copied to a word document, and the 

user can make notes whilst listening to the video. Furthermore, there are several interactive 

educational mini games on the website itself, making learning more engaging. To further improve 

the engagement, between the user and the web application, additional features, such as the ability 

to make notes on the web application, were added. Creating to-do list is also very effective in 

engaging the user as it gives the ability for the user to create a structured way to complete content. 

This was very effective as the user could set goals and set the date, they want to achieve the goals 

by. As well as being able to distinguish when they have completed their goals for data collection. To 

further increase engagement, users have the ability to ask and answer questions. This is particularly 

significant as the study conducted by Borocz on existing training practices for the GDPR found that 

users greatly appreciated and requested question-and-answer sections (Borocz et al. 2019). Finally, 

if the user has any queries about the website or the content of the website, they can contact an 

expert through the contact us page. This was done to increase engagement. 

 

9.2 Evaluation 

 

This data collection awareness course will be evaluated using heuristics evaluations which is a 

qualitative form of analysis. More specifically, Nielsen's ten principles heuristics of usability will be 

used. The aim of this project was to create a web application to educate users on data collection, 

which is engaging. Nielsen's ten principles were chosen as the more usable the web 

application(interface) is, the more engaging the web application would be (Gonzalez-Holland et al. 

2017b).   

 

Visibility of system  

 

Visibility of system status is the first principle of Nielsen 10 principles. This means that the web 

application should always keep the user informed about their actions and interactions with the 

system (Gonzalez-Holland et al. 2017b). 
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Examples of effective usability in regard to the principle of visibility 

 

Contact us page before message is sent 

 

Contact us page after message is sent 

A user can send a message to an expert, and once a message has been sent. The page tells the user 

that their message has been sent. Furthermore, they will be sure it was their message as the title of 

their message is displayed on the webpage (in this case, asd). However, to increase visibility, it may 

be more appropriate if the title was different colour as well as in italics. 

 

Create questions page 
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Question page 

 

Create task page 

 

List of task page 
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Create notes page 

 

List of notes page 

The user can create questions, create notes and create a task. This example of effective visibility; as 

soon as the user creates questions, notes or a task, they are sent to a page showing their created 

question, notes or to-do list. 

 

Question delete page 
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Task delete page 

 

Notes delete page 

The user can delete questions, notes or tasks. There is effective visibility in this function as when the 

user clicks on delete on any of these three features. They are sent another webpage which asks 

them if they are sure they want to delete the question, note or task. To further enhance visibility the 

title of the question, note or task is presented in italics, so they know which question, note or task 

they are deleting. Though to further increase visibility, it may be more appropriate if the title was 

different colour as well as being in italics. 

 

Logout page 

Another example of effective visibility is the fact the user is notified when they are logged out.  
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Login page after user has registered 

 

Profile page after user has updated their profile 

This shows effective examples of visibility, as after account has been created or updated, there is a 

message indicating that the account was created or updated.  

Examples ineffective usability in regard to the principle of visibility 

 

What Data Amazon Collects page 
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Quizzes page 

When a user is on the application, the user has no way of knowing what page they are on, other 

than the title of each webpage or the URL. This indicates poor communication to the user about 

their current status on the system. Furthermore, some webpages do not have the title in the web 

page, such as the quizzes webpage. This is a consistent flaw throughout the web application. This 

may be alleviated by clear titles on each webpage and highlighting which web page the user is on the 

in the navigation bar. 

 

Answer questions page 
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Question list page 

Another example of poor usability in regard to the visibility of system status. Is when the user 

answers a created question on the answer question page, there is no indication on which question 

the user is answering. Next, there is no indication that the answer has been created after the user 

clicks submit, as the user is sent to the questions list page directly after clicking submit. 

Score 

Though the website contains many features which enhance the visibility of actions of users. It is 

critically missing the important feature of explaining which page the user is on. Therefore, the score 

on visibility out of 10 is 6. 

 Match between system and the real world 

This essentially means that web applications should be in a language the user understands using 

real-world concepts and phrases rather than programming concepts and phrases (Gonzalez-Holland 

et al. 2017b).  

Examples of effective usability in regard to the principle of matching between system and the real 

world. 

 

Contact us page 

The website has clearly labelled functions such as topics, create questions, notes, to do, contact us, 

quizzes, questions and profile. The user should be able to understand what each of these webpages 

does due to them being common naming conventions in the real world, and the name of the 

webpages accurately reflects their functionality. 

Score  
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The naming conventions used in this web application, use language used in the real world; as such, 

the user should be able to quickly grasp the functionality of each webpage, so the score out of 10 is 

8. 

User control and freedom 

User control and freedom, implies users often make mistakes when using a website. So, it is 

important that users can undo and redo actions without unnecessary steps. Also, the user should 

never be left in an unwanted state without being able to exit it (Gonzalez-Holland et al. 2017b). 

Examples of effective usability in regard to the principle of user control and freedom. 

 

Create notes page 

 

Create task page 

If the user accidentally clicks create/edit task or notes. They can click the button to go back to the 

original list of notes or tasks to undo this action without additional dialogue. This shows effective 
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user control and freedom. 

 

Question delete page 

 

Task delete page 

 

Notes delete page 

If the user accidentally clicks on delete for questions, notes or tasks. The user is taken to another 

┘eHpage ┘heヴe the┞ Iaﾐ seleIt the optioﾐ さDoﾐげt Deleteざ. This enables the user to undo the action. 

This shows effective user control and freedom. Also, when users are on the website, they can leave 

any part of the website by using the navigation bar at the top or the navigation bar at the side of the 

website. 

Score 
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The user can exit any unwanted state by simply using the navigation bar. Furthermore, all 

functionality in the website has the option to go back, meaning the user is not doing unnecessary 

actions to correct accidental mistakes when using the web application. As such, the score for user 

control and freedom is 8 

Consistency and standards 

This essentially means the content of the website should follow a consistent design and layout. 

Users should not have to worry if different words or actions do different things (Gonzalez-Holland et 

al. 2017b). 

Examples of effective usability in regard to principle of consistency and standards 

 

The design of each webpage is consistent with the title of the website at the top, then the nav bar, 

then the content and finally the footer. All these elements have the same layout and colour scheme 

throughout the web application. 

  

 

The buttons used in the web application show effective consistency as each visual design is consistent 

with its function throughout the website.   

Score 

As the visual design and layout of the web application is consistent throughout, the score for 

consistency and standards is 7. 
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Error prevention 

Error prevention essentially means the web application should have the functionality to prevent 

errors from occurring (Gonzalez-Holland et al. 2017b). 

Examples of effective usability in regards to the principle of error prevention. 

 

Register page 

The ヴegisteヴ page sho┘s a Ileaヴ e┝aﾏple of eヴヴoヴ pヴe┗eﾐtioﾐ, all data that is ヴeケuiヴed has aさ*ざ ﾏaヴk 

next to it. Furthermore, what type of information is needed is stated directly below where the user 

needs to enter the data. This is a consistent formula used throughout the web application. 

 

Task delete page 

Additional example of error prevention is confirmation of deletion for tasks, questions and notes 

Score  

The score for error prevention is 9, as an error will not be present if the user follows the instructions 

set throughout the application. 

Help users recognize,diagnose and recover from errors 
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This essentially means that the error messages created should be in clear and plain english and 

contain information which indicates the error. So a user with no programming background can 

understand the problem (Gonzalez-Holland et al. 2017b). 

Examples of  effective usability in regards to the principle of helping users recognize diagonore and 

recover from errors. 

 

 

The language used in these error messages is effective as it in clear and plain english and the user 

should be able to understand the problem by reading the error message. 

Score 

The language used in these error messages is effective as it is in clear and plain English and the user 

should be able to understand the problem by reading the error message. 

Recognition rather than recall 

This principle essentially means all actions and objectives are visible to the user. This is done to 

reduce memory load (Gonzalez-Holland et al. 2017b).  

Example of  effective usability in regards to the principle of recognition rather than recall 
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Brief history of data page 

Throughout the website, all options for the user are clearly labelled. This means the user can interact 

with the web application by simply looking at the labels. Furthermore, as the format of each 

webpage is the same with a top nav-bar, side nav-bar, content and footer, the user will always know 

how to interact with the web application. This is an example of effective recognition. 

Score 

As the user will always know what options are available to them as all aspects of the web application 

are labelled and clearly visible in a consistent format; as such, a score of 9 is needed for recognition. 

Flexiblity and efficincy of use 

This principle means that there should be ways for experienced users to speed up interactions in the 

web application. However, the website should still accommodate both expert and novice users 

(Gonzalez-Holland et al. 2017b). 

Unfortunately, there are no examples of ways an experienced user can accelerate interaction with 

the web application, as the web application was created to be used by anyone. All actions and 

objectives assume no prior knowledge of the application. 

Score 

As there are no ways for experienced users to accelerate interactions as such, the score for this 

section is 0. 

Aesthics and minimalist design 

This principle essentially states that information which is not relevant or hardly ever necessary 

should not be included in the web application (Gonzalez-Holland et al. 2017b). 

Examples of usability in regard to the principle of aesthetic and minimalist design.
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Breif history of data page 

 

Register page 

 

Answer questions page 

As shown above, throughout the web application only necessary information is included in the web 

application. There is little to no irrelevant information in the web application. 

Score 

As there is little to no unnecessary or irrelevant information, the score for aesthetics and design is 9. 

Help and documentation  

This principle essentially means that there should be documentation available to users to help them 

learn and interact with the system (Gonzalez-Holland et al. 2017b). 

Unfortunately, there is currently no documentation to help the user learn and interact with the 

system. The system is intuitive and self explanatory nevertheless, an on-boarding section for the 

web application would have been beneficial to reach this goal 

Score 
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As there are currently no examples of help and documentation, the score  must be 0. 

Figure 11: Chart To Show Heuristic Evaluation Score For Web Application   

Although the application has already been developed, conducting a heuristics evaluation can be 

used to enhance the usability of the web application further. This is particularly significant as the 

more usable the web application is, the more engaging it will be to users. What was particularly 

useful about conducting heuristic evaluation is that it explains each usability problem in the context 

of the usability principle. As such, it makes it much easier to redesign the web application to make it 

more usable and engaging. Though it should be noted that the findings of the heuristic evaluation 

are limited as the heuristics evaluation was only conducted by a single expert evaluator. To further 

increase the usability of the web application, heuristics evaluation should be done with at least three 

experts, but under ideal circumstances, five experts should conduct heuristics evaluation 

(Experience [no date]). The graph above shows the score of each of the Nielsens principles. The 

graph demonstrates that the web application is severely limited in the principle of flexibility and 

efficiency of use and the principle of help and documentation as both these scores are 0. But, for the 

other eight principles, the score is relatively high showing. This indicates the web application has 

high level of usability with respect to the other 8 principles. The reason why features for the other 

two principles were not included in the original development of the web application was simply 

because they were not known during the development of the web application. As such, no attempt 

was made to fulfil these principles. It should also be noted that while conducting heuristics 

evaluation, the software did not fail to perform any functionality set out in the use cases, nor did it 
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ever give any unexpected results. As such, web application itself has a high level of reliability and 

robustnesses. 

10 Conclustion  
 

The purpose of this project was to design and develop an engaging web application to educate users 

on data collection. To achieve this goal, several steps were taken. First, to educate users, thorough 

research was done on data collection in general and the publics knowledge of data collection. 

Though it should be noted that there is a severe lack of papers assessing the publics knowledge on 

data collection, this somewhat limits the effectiveness of my web application to educate users on 

data collection, as much of the content was up to my discretion and not through research. Next, 

existing technology which filled a similar niche was assessed. Finally, a clear and structured 

methodology was created to design and develop the web application. This led to the creation of a 

dynamic web application with over 10,000 words and 6 modules designed to educate the public on 

data collection. The content of the website itself is very effective in reaching my earlier goals as if 

the user reads through the content of the web application. They will be able to answer the following: 

 

• What data is being collected/processed? 

• Why is data important? 

• What aヴe iﾐdi┗idualsげ ヴights to data?  

• What is the GDPR? 

• What is the legal basis for processing data? 

 

Furthermore, the web application in itself is feature rich and contains numerous engaging, 

interactive features which are uncommon or innovative compared to existing technology in the 

industry. Heuristics evaluation was conducted on the web application once it had been developed. 

The heuristic evaluation showed that the web application has a high level of usability in regards to 

eight principles but has two major issues which need to be worked on (help and doucmentation and 

flexibility and efficiency of use )in further research or future development. 

 

A major shortcoming of this study was that the usability test (Nielsens 10 principles) was chosen 

after the web application was created. As such,  there were no examples of the principle of help and 

documentation and the principle of flexibility and efficiency of use. If there was better planning at 

the beginning of the project (i.e.product created with Nielsen 10 principles in mind). 
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There would be no shortcomings in the two principles of help and doucmentation and flexibility and 

efficiency of use. Infact, with current programming ability, I can create an onboarding (a tour of the 

website) section for the help and documentation principle. Moreover, I could let experienced users 

see recent activity they had on the website or display frequently visited pages in the sidebar for 

returning users. Another major shortcoming was overestimation javascript ability. As such, there 

were not as many interactive elements which used javascript as orginallly intended. However, this 

did lead to more features using Django. 

 

If more time was able to me, there are several things I would have done differently. First, the 

creation of a questionnaire which assesses people's current knowledge of data collection will be 

created and sent to at least 20 participants. Then the data collected would be analysed using SPSS. 

This data would help influence the content of the web application. The information the users were 

least informed about would be more emphasised in the web application. Next,  the users who took 

the original questionnaire would retake it after using my web application. Doing so would allow me 

to evaluate how effective my web application is in educating users. Furthermore, at least 3 heuristics 

evaluators should be used to assess usability by conducting the heuristic evaluation.    

 

11 Reflection 
 

There are many skills learnt throughout this dissertation process. First, lets start with technical skills. 

I became extremely proficient in Django, so much so I am considering a career in web development. 

Furthermore, through spending weeks programming Django, helped increase resilience as there 

were often errors in my application. But through this dissertation project, I learnt not to panic but 

rather carefully read the error and then look to the line in the code where the error occurred and try 

and solve the error and accept that it may take time to solve the error. I believe this enhanced my 

ability to critically analyses code.   

 

I also learnt about different methods of usability testing, such as heuristics testing and keystroke-

level model testing. Learning about heuristics testing enabled me to become a better designer as the 

principles are now engrained into consciousnesses, and all future web applications will be created 

with heuristics testing in mind. This was also the first time creating a web application from scratch 

with no guidance. This meant planning had to be done before development. However, the planning 

conducted in this study was not as effective as hoped. Future web applications will be planned more 

effectively, as the value of planning has been recognised in this development process. 
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Another significant skill acquired due to the dissertation process was the ability to find relevant 

information from online sources. As the GDPR is a relatively recent law and as such there are very 

few papers on the GDPR. It was a struggle to find papers relating to the GDPR,  though research 

papers were found with the significant use of google scholar, a tool unknown before this 

dissertation. Significant confidence was also acquired in aspect of reading academic papers simply 

due to attempting to read so many of them. 

 

Finally, the ability to critically analyse information from different sources was acquired. This was not 

just limited to research papers but to other web applications as well(see comparative analysis 

section). 

12 Future Work 
 

There is much literature on the impacts of data collection, and what types of data is being collected. 

But there is much less literature on what people's knowledge of data collection is. First, more 

research needs to be done on people's knowledge of data collection. Then courses need to be 

created to educate users on data collection, i.e., what data is being collected, how it is being used, 

what are individuals' rights to their data and how to protect data. There should be different courses 

aimed at different age groups. As all individuals of all ages have the potential to access and be 

exploited by data. 

 

It should be noted that there are many GDPR awareness courses, but their goal is to ensure that 

individuals in the organisation are complying with the GDPR. Their goal is not informing the user 

about data collection rather, it is to protect themselves from prosecution. Through my research, I 

could not find one course aimed at educating the user on data collection. Also, the GDPR being a 

rather recent law (only enacted in 2018) and papers taking years to create, there is very little 

literature on the GDPR (though there was an uptake in papers discussing the impact of the GDPR in 

the years leading up to its enactment). Hopefully, in future years; there will be much more literature 

discussing the GDPR and, therefore, data collection. It is vital, individuals be more educated in data 

collection as we first generation to have access to and be exploited by big data. What we decide, 

what our relationship is with our data, will decide how future generation data is used. We are the 

first generation, so we will set a precedent. Educating users on data collection is the first step in 

deciding what our relationship is with data.   
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